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In this note we shall extend and improve some of the results of the 
theory of integrals and normal integrals which were presented in earlier 
notes under the same title [2, 3]. 
We start with the introduction of the concept of a quasi order dense 
ideal and a discussion of some of its properties. Then we show that the 
largest ideal on which an integral is normal is quasi order dense. Further-
more, we show that the largest ideal on which an arbitary order bounded 
linear functional is normal may be the zero ideal. If, however, the Riesz 
space admits sufficiently many integrals, then the largest ideal on which 
an order bounded linear functional is normal is order dense. In general, 
we can show that the set of all order bounded linear functionals on L 
which have the property that the largest ideal on which they are normal 
is quasi order dense is itself an order dense ideal in L~. Then we discuss 
the problem of characterizing the largest ideal on which the elements 
of a family of order bounded linear functionals are simultaneously normal. 
As an application of the results which we obtain, a new proof of 
Anda's theorem (Theorem 47.3 in Note XIV) will be given. 
In Theorem 20.4 in Note VI it was shown that the integral component 
of every positive linear functional can be obtained by means of a simple 
formula. A similar formula is shown to hold for the normal component 
of a positive linear functional. Furthermore, in the final section of this 
note, a similar formula is shown to hold for certain projection operators 
in E". 
48. Quasi order dense ideals 
We recall that an ideal A in a Riesz space L is called order dense in 
L whenever {A}=L, where {A} denotes the smallest normal subspace of 
L which contains A (cf. Definition 29.3 in Note IX). If A is order dense, 
then its disjoint complement Ap equals {O}. In non-Archimedean Riesz 
spaces the converse need not hold. To be more precise, Theorem 29.10 in 
Note IX states that a Riesz space L is Archimedean if and only if every 
ideal A with Ap = {O} is order dense. This justifies the following definition. 
1) Work on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
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Definition 48.1. Let A and B be ideals in the Riesz space L. Then 
A is said to be quasi order dense in B il Ap n B={O}. In particular, 
A is said to be quasi order dense in L (or simply quasi order dense) il Ap = {O}. 
From Ap = {A}p it follows that every order dense ideal is quasi order 
dense. On the other hand, Theorem 29.10 in Note IX states that a 
Riesz space is Archimedean if and only if every quasi order dense ideal 
is order dense. 
From Definition 47.1 it follows immediately that for an ideal A in L 
the following conditions are equivalent. A is quasi order dense in L; 
Ap={A}p={O}; App={A}pp=L; for every 0=1=1 EL there exists an 
element O=l=g E A such that Igl.;;;: III (cf. Lemma 29.4 (v) in Note IX). 
More generally, given the ideals A and B in L, the following conditions 
are equivalent. A is quasi order dense in B; Ap C Bp; Bpp C App; for 
every 0=1= IE B there exists an element O=l=g E A such that Igl.;;;: III. 
In the next lemma we collect, for later reference, some minor results. 
Lemma 48.2. (i) A is quasi order dense in B il and only il A is 
quasi order dense in Bpp. Alternatively, A is quasi order dense in B il 
and only il App is quasi order dense in B. In particular, App is the largest 
ideal in which A is quasi order dense. 
(ii) II A C B and A is quasi order dense in B, then App = Bpp. 
(iii) II A is quasi order dense in Band B is quasi order dense in 0, 
then A is quasi order dense in O. 
(iv) II AI, ... , An are quasi order dense, then n~Ak is quasi order dense. 
(v) For every ideal A C L, A EB Ap is quasi order dense. 
Proof. The statements in (i) are evident if one observes that 
Appp = Ap and (App)pp = App; (ii), (iii) and (v) follow immediately. The 
statement in (iv) follows from (iii) by induction. 
If A C L is an ideal, then {A} C App and {A} may be different from 
App whenever L is non-Archimedean. The following theorem gives some 
information about the elements 0 < u E App which are in {A}. 
Theorem 48.3. Let o<u EL. Then inl n-Iu=O il and only il lor 
every ideal A, u E App implies that u E {A}. 
Proof. Assume first that o<u E App and inf n-1u=0. Let Mu = 
(v: O.;;;:v,u and v E A). If u is not the least upper bound, then there 
exists an element 0 < w < u such that M u .;;;: w. Since 0 < u - W E App and 
A is quasi order dense in App there exists an element z EMu such that 
O<z.;;;:u-w. Hence, z+v EMu for all v EMu, and so nz EMu for 
n= 1,2, .... Thus nz.;;;:u for n= 1,2, ... , which contradicts inf n-1u=0. 
It follows that u=sup M u , and so by Lemma 29.1 in Note IX we have 
that u E {A}. 
In order to prove the converse we shall assume that inf n-Iu=O does 
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not hold. Then there exists an element 0 < vEL such that nv.;;;; u for 
n= 1,2, .... Let Av be the ideal generated by v and let A = (Av)p E9 Av. 
Then u ¢=A, u EApp=L but u ¢= {A}. The latter follows from the fact 
that u is an upper bound of Av and hence u - v is also an upper bound 
of Mu={w: O.;;;;w.;;;;u and WE A}. 
49. Every integral i8 normal on a qua8i order den8e ideal 
As usual, we denote by L~ the Riesz space of all order bounded linear 
functionals on the Riesz space L, and the normal subspaces of IF' 
consisting of all integrals and all singular functionals are again denoted 
by L"; and L; respectively; hence L~ =L; E9 E;. Similarly, L;: and its 
disjoint complement I;;;. are the normal subspaces of all normal integrals 
and of all order bounded linear functionals which are singular with 
respect to normal integrals, and again IF' =L;: E9 L;. It is evident that 
L;: C L; and I;;;. :J E;, and hence L; = (L;;' n E;) E9 L;. For brevity we 
shall denote I;;;. n L; by L";;..c' It follows that L~ = Ii;, E9 L;.c E9 L;-, i.e .. 
every cp E IF' has a unique decomposition 
cp = cpn + cpsn, c + cps, 
where the elements on the right are in L;:, L;.c and L; respectively. 
It follows easily from cp+ ..l cp- that (cp+h ..l (cp-)n, so CPn=(cp+)n-(cp-)n 
implies that (cp+h and (cp-)n are the positive and negative parts of cpn, 
i.e., (cpn)+=(cp+)n and (cpn)-=(cp-h. Similarly for cpsn,c and cps. Hence 
cp+ = (cpn)+ + (cpsn,c)+ + (cps)+; cp- = (CPn)- + (cpsn,c)- + (cps)-; 
Icpl = Icpnl + ICPsn,cl + ICPsl· 
are the decomposition of cp+, cp- and Icpl respectively. 
Example 27.3 (ii) in Note VIII shows that Ii;, may be properly 
contained in L;, i.e., L;.c# {O}. On the other hand, Theorem 31.11 (ii) 
in Note IX states that every strictly positive integral is always normal. 
For an arbitrary integral we can still prove the following result. 
We recall first that an ideal A C L is called a-normal whenever 
O,;;;;un E A(n= 1,2, ... ) and Un t u implies u EA. 
Theorem 49.1. The null ideal Nrp ot every element cp E Lsn,c i8 qua8i 
order den8e. The large8t ideal on which an integral cp E E; i8 normal i8 the 
a-normal and qua8i order den8e ideal Nrpsn.c' 
Proof. Let O.;;;;cp E L";;..c' Then we have to show that the carrier 
Crp= (Nrp)p of cp satisfies Crp= {O}. Assume now that Crp# {O}. Then the 
restriction of cp to Crp is a strictly positive integral on Crp, and so is normal 
on Crp by Theorem 31.11 (ii) in Note IX. The restriction of cp to Crp has 
an extension to the whole of L (namely cp), and hence its smallest positive 
linear extension 1p to L is, according to Theorem 30.6 (ii) in Note IX, 
a normal integral on L. In other words, 0.;;;; 1p';;;; cp on L, 1p is normal and 
1p = cp on Crp. Since 1p E L; and cp E I;;;., we have that 1p is identically zero 
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on L. Contradiction. Hence, (Ntp)p=Ctp = {O}, and so by Definition 48.1, 
N", is quasi order dense. 
In order to prove the second half of the theorem we first observe that 
if q; E L';', then q;=q;n on Ntpsn.c' Hence, q; is normal on the quasi order 
dense ideal N"'8'11.C which, being the null ideal of an integral, is also 
a-normal. Now let A C L be an ideal such that the restriction of q; to A 
is normal. Then q;-q;n=q;sn,c is normal on A. Hence, the minimal 
extension 1fJ of the restriction of q;sn,c to A is normal. Thus q;sn,c E L';;. 
implies that 1fJ = 0, and so A C Ntpsn.c' This completes the proof. 
Corollary 49.2. (i) For every q;EE; we have Ctp(£;NtpCNtp8'11' 
(ii) If L is Archimedean, then q; E E;;..c if and only if q; E L-; and Ctp= {O}. 
Proof. (i) Since every strictly positive integral is normal it follows 
immediately that every q; E L';' is normal on Ctp (£; Ntp, and so by the 
preceding theorem Ctp (£; Ntp C Ntpsn' 
(ii) If q; E L;'.c' then Ntp is quasi order dense and hence, Ctp = {O}. 
If L is Archimedean, then O=/=q; E r:;: implies Ctp=/= {O}. 
50. The set on which an order bounded linear functional is normal 
In Theorem 49.1 we may not delete the condition that q; E Lsn,c. By 
way of example, let L be the Riesz space of all real continuous functions 
defined on {x: O<:x<:l} and let q;(f)=S~fdx. Then Ntp={O} and q; is 
singular. The latter statement follows from Example 24.5 (ii) in Note VII, 
where it was shown that L has no non-zero integrals. Example 43.5 in 
Note XIV shows that Theorem 49.1 does not hold for every q; E L- even 
in the case that L is super Dedekind complete and admits a strictly 
positive linear functional. 
We begin with the following theorem. 
Theorem 50.1. Let q; E L- and let q;=q;n+q;sn,c+q;s be decomposed 
in its normal part, its singular integral part and its singular part respectively. 
Then the largest ideal in L on which q; is an integral is Ntp, and the largest 
ideal on which q; is normal is the ideal Ntp, n Ntp''II.c=Ntp,'II' 
Proof. It is obvious that q; is an integral on Ntp, and that q; is normal 
on Ntp n Ntp . If m is an integral on an ideal A, then ms is also an 8 ante , -r 
integral on A. The minimal extension to L of the restriction of q;s to A 
is an integral which is majorized by Iq;sl. Hence, it must be zero, and 
so A C Ntp,. Similarly we can show that if q; is normal on the ideal A, 
then A C Ntp, n Ntpsn.c=Ntpsn' 
Corollary 50.2. Every order bounded linear functional on a Riesz 
space L is normal on some quasi order dense ideal if and only if to every 
singular order bounded linear functional there corresponds a quasi order 
dense ideal on which it vanishes. 
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In the following theorems we shall give two sufficient conditions in 
order that N rp is quasi order dense for every rp E L; . 
We recall that an ideal A C L is called super order dense whenever for 
every O«u E L there exists a sequence O«un E A(n= 1,2, ... ) such that 
Un t u. 
Theorem 50.3. If L has the EgorofJ property, then every rp EL- is 
an integral on a super order dense ideal and normal on a quasi order 
dense ideal. 
Proof. From Corollary 20.7 in Note VI it follows that if L has the 
Egoroff property, then Nrp is super order dense for every rp E E;. 
Theorem 50.4. If O(L;') = {O}, then every rp EL- is normal on an 
order dense ideal or, in other words, for every rp E L;', Nrp is an order 
dense ideal. 
Proof. Let O«rp E L;;' and assume that Nrp is not order dense. Since 
O(L;') = {O} implies that L is Archimedean we may conclude that 
Orp=(Nrp)p"" {O}. Furthermore, rp being strictly positive on its carr~er Orp 
it follows from Theorem 31.11 (i) in Note X that every integral on Orp 
is normal. From the hypothesis O(L;') = {O} it follows that there exists 
an element 0 < "P E L;' such that Ow COrp. We shall now prove that 
inf ("P, rp) "" o. Indeed, if inf ("P, rp) = 0, then by Theorem 31.2 (i) in Note IX, 
Orp C N w, i.e., "P is identically zero on Orp which contradicts the definition 
of "P. Let "Po=inf ("P, rp). Then 1jJo«rp implies that the restriction of "Po to Orp 
has an extension to all of L. From "Po « "P it follows that the minimal 
extension of the restriction of "Po to Orp is normal. Then rp E L;;' implies 
that this minimal extension is zero. Hence, Orp= {O}, which yields a 
contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 50.5. If O(L;)={O} and if £;;'3 rpT t rp, then n NrpT is 
order dense. 
The following theorem will show that under an additional hypothesis 
Theorem 50.3 as well as Theorem 50.4 admit a converse. 
Theorem 50.6. Let L be a Riesz space such that on every principal 
ideal there exists a strictly positive linear functional. Then the following 
conditions are mutually equivalent. 
(i) Every rp E £;;. vanishes on an order dense ideal. 
(ii) O(L;) = {O}. 
(iii) Every principal ideal admits a strictly positive normal integral. 
(iv) L has the EgorofJ property. 
(v) Nrp is super order dense for every rp E L;;'. 
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Pro of. (i) => (ii) is trivial. 
(ii) => (iii) Let rp be strictly positive on the principal ideal A and 
let rpn be its normal component. Then a similar argument as in the proof 
of Theorem 50.4 shows that rpn is strictly positive on A. 
(iii) => (iv) follows from Theorem 31.11 (ii) in Note X. 
(iv) => (v) follows from Theorem 50.3 since L";' =E;;. 
(v) => (i) is trivial. 
We conclude this section with the following interesting example. 
Example 50.7. We shall present an example of a a-Dedekind 
complete Riesz space L which has the following properties: 
Thus every 0 i= rp E L- vanishes on an order dense ideal which cannot 
be super order dense. In order to facilitate the discussion we shall first 
recall a number of simple properties of the Riesz space of all real 
continuous function on a completely regular Hausdorff space. 
Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and let L = C(X) be 
the Riesz space of all real continuous functions on X. A point x E X is 
called a P-point of X if every intersection of a countable family of 
neighborhoods of x is a neighborhood of x (cf. [1], Problem 4L). If 
t E L=C(X) and x is a P-point, then t is constant on a neighborhood of x. 
Indeed, {y: t(y)=t(x)}= n::"=l {y: It(y)-/(x)l<n-l}. It is clear that every 
discrete (=isolated) point is a P-point and that a P-point may not be 
discrete. If every point of X is a P-point, then X is called a P-space. 
If X is a P-space, then O<un t EL(n=l, 2, ... ) and sup un(x)<oo for 
all x E X implies that sup un(x) =u(x) (x E X) is a continuous function 
and Un t U in L. Indeed, every point x E X has a neighborhood V such 
that U(y) = sup un(x) for all y E V. Hence, if X is a P-space, then L=C(X) 
is a-Dedekind complete. We shall now prove that if X is a P-space, 
then L; =L~, where L=C(X). This follows from the following result. 
If X is any topological space and if L=C(X) again denotes the Riesz 
space of all real continuous functions on X, then every O<rp E IF' has 
the following property: L'3 un(x) -I- 0 for every x E X implies rp(un) -I- O. 
(cf. Example 20.8 in Note VI, where this was shown for discrete spaces. 
The prooffor an arbitrary topological space is similar; cf. [4], Problem 150). 
We shall now assume that X is a completely regular Hausdorff space 
which is in addition a P-space without discrete points. An example of 
such a topological space is given in [1], Problem 13P. Then L=C(X) 
satisfies IF' =E;. We shall prove now that since X has no discrete points, 
L; = {O}. To this end, let O<rp E L;. Then, by Theorem 31.15 in Note X, 
L=C", EEl N",. Since 1 E L it can be written as the sum of two non-negative 
functions Ul E C", and U2 EN", such that Ul ~ U2. Hence, Ul and U2 are 
characteristic functions of open and closed sets Xl and X 2 respectively. 
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From this observation it follows that Ccp=C(XI ). Since rp is strictly 
positive on C(XI ) and the Riesz space C(XI ) is a-Dedekind completp, it 
follows from Theorem 31.11 (ii) in Note X that C(XI ) is super Dedekind 
complete. If we assume that Xl =1= 0, which is equivalent to rp =1= 0, then 
there exists an element Xo E Xl. Let V ~ be the open neighborhood system 
of Xo. Then for every T there exists an element u~ E C(XI ) such that 
u~(xo)=I, O<u~(x)<1 for all x EXI and u~(x)=o whenever x rf= V~. 
Since Xo is not a discrete point, or equivalently {xo} is not a neighborhood 
of Xo, it follows that inf u~ = O. Then C(XI ) being super Dedekind complete 
it follows that there exists a subsequence u~n( n = 1, 2, ... ) such that 
U~n {, O. Hence, we obtain the contradiction 1 =u~n(xo) {, O. Thus L; = {O}. 
In summary, if X is a completely regular Hausdorff space with the 
property that every point of X is a P-point but not a discrete point, 
then the Riesz space L=C(X) of all real continuous functions on X has 
the following properties. L is a-Dedekind complete, O(L-) = {O}, L~ =L; 
and L; = {O}. Thus for every rp E L~, Ncp is order dense but not super 
order dense. 
51. Order bounded linear lunctionals with zero carrier 
Let L be a Riesz space and let L; denote the set of all rp E L~ such 
that its carrier Ccp= (Ncp)p= {O}, i.e., rp E L; if and only if Ncp is quasi 
order dense. 
Lemma 51.1. (i) L; is an ideal in L~. 
(ii) E;".c=L;" n L; C L;. 
(iii) II L is Archimedean, then L; C L;". 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from Lemma 48.2. 
(ii) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 49.1. 
(iii) Let O<rp E L; and let rp=rpn+rpsn. Then Ncpn J Ncp and NCPn is 
a normal subspace of L. Since L is Archimedean it follows that N cp is 
order dense in L, and hence L={Ncp} C NCPn C L, i.e., Ncpn=L, or equiva-
lently, rp = rpsn E L;". 
If L is not Archimedean, then it may occur that L; is not contained 
in L;". By way of example, let L be the plane ordered lexicographically 
(i.e., (x, y»O whenever x>O or x=o and y>O), and set rp((x, y))=x for 
all (x, y) E L. Then rp is a positive normal integral on L with the property 
that Ncp( =the y-axis) is a quasi order dense normal subspace of L. 
From Theorem 49.1 it follows that the only elements in L;" which 
may have a non-zero carrier are the elements having a non-zero component 
in E;. Furthermore, the example discussed in the first paragraph of 
section 50 shows that indeed there exist Riesz spaces L which do admit 
strictly positive singular linear functionals. In the following theorem we 
shall show, however, that the set of elements of L";' with zero carrier is 
always an order dense ideal in r;. 
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Theorem 5l. 2. Let L be any Riesz space. Then L; (") L; is order 
dense in L;. In particular, if L is A rchimedean , then L; is contained in 
and order dense in L;;'. 
Proof. Let O<rp E 1;;. Since rp E 1;; it follows from Theorem 47.5 
in Note XIV that there exists an element 0 < 1p < rp such that N tp =1= {N tp}. 
Let 1po be the restriction of 1p to {Ntp}. Then O<1po<rp on {Ntp} implies 
that 1po can be extended to all of L. Let 1pO,m be the minimal extension 
of 1po. Then O<1po,m<rp and Ntpo.m:J Ntp EB Otp is quasi order dense, and 
so 1pO,m E L;. 
The second part of the theorem is now an immediate consequence 
of Lemma 51.1 (iii) and (ii). 
Corollary 51.2. For every Riesz space L, the set of all rp E L- which 
have the property that the largest ideal on which it is normal is quasi order 
dense is an order dense ideal in L-. 
Corollary 51.3. If L is Archimedean, then rp E L- is normal if and 
only if inf (Irpl, 1p)=0 for all 0<1p EL;. 
52. The ideals La(B) and Lan(B) 
Let L be a Riesz space. In the preceding sections we have discussed 
the properties of the largest ideal on which an element rp E L- is normal. 
In this section we shall discuss the more general problem of characterizing 
the largest ideal on which the elements of a non-empty subset of L- are 
simultaneously normal (or integrals). 
In section 21 of Note VI the ideal La was introduced as follows: 
f E La if and only if If I ;;'Un to implies that rp(un) ~ 0 as n ~ 00 for 
every rp E L-. In other words, La is the largest ideal on which all the 
elements of L- are integrals. This suggests the following definition. 
Definition 52.1. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and let M be 
a non-empty subset of L-. Then we shall denote by La(M) the set of all 
f E L such that If I ;;'Un to implies rp(un) ~ 0 as n ~ 00 for all rp EM, 
and by Lan(M) we shall denote the set of all f E L such that If I >UT to 
implies inf Tlrp(uT)I = 0 for all rp EM. If M =1:", then we shall write La and 
Lan in place of La(L-) and Lan(L-) respectively. Furthermore, we shall 
write Lacn in place of Lan(L';') and Lacn(M) in place of Lan(M (") L';'). 
It is obvious that La({O})=L, Lan({O})=L, La(L';')=L and Lan(n::)=L. 
Furthermore, La C La(M), Lan C Lan(M) and Lacn C Lacn(M) for all non-
empty subsets M C L-. 
If M is a non-empty subset of 1:" and if BM denotes the ideal in L-
which is generated by M, then it follows immediately from Definition 52.1, 
Theorem 20.1 in Note VI and Lemma 27.1 in Note VIII that 
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This shows that there is no loss in generality if we assume that M is an 
ideal. 
In the following lemma we shall collect some minor results. In all 
the statements L is an arbitrary Riesz space and B with or without a 
subscript denotes an arbitrary ideal in L-. 
Lemma 52.2. (i) La(B), Lan(B) and Lacn(B) are ideals in L. 
(ii) If B C B1 , then La(B1 ) C La(B) and similarly for Lan( . ) and Lacn( . ). 
(iii) La(B UBI) =La(B) n La(B1) and La(B n B 1) :J La(B) EB La(Bl)' 
Similarly for Lan(.) and Lacn(.). 
(iv) Lan(B) C La(B), Lan(B) C Lacn(B) and Lan(B) =La(B) n Lacn(B). 
(v) La(B)=La(B n L;) and Lan(B)=Lan(B n L;,.}-
(vi) Lacn(B) = Lacn(B n L;') and Lacn(B) is a-normal, i.e., 
O,;;:un E Lacn(B) and O,;;:un t U implies U E Lacn(B). 
(vii) La(B)=L if and only if Be L';, Lan(B)=L if and only if 
BeL';: and Lacn(B)=L if and only if B n L; C E;,. In particular, La=L 
if and only if L- = E;, Lan = L if and only if h = L';: and Lacn = L if and 
only if E; =E;,. 
(viii) La(B)=La({B}) and Lan(B)=Lan({B}), where {B} denotes the 
normal subspace in h generated by B. In particular, Lacn(B) = Lacn({B}). 
(ix) For every cp E h, 0", C Lacn. 
Proof. Only the second parts of (iv) and (vi), (viii) and (ix) need 
a proof. The other results are immediate consequences of Definition 52.1. 
In order to prove that Lan(B)=La(B) n Lacn(B) it is sufficient to show 
that O<u E La(B) and U>UT to implies that CP(UT) t 0 for every O<cp E B. 
Now cp is an integral on La(B) and hence the restriction of cp to La(B) 
can be extended to an integral cpo E B on L. Then U E Lacn(B) implies 
that CP(UT) t O. 
(vi) Let 0.;;: Un E Lacn(B) (n= 1, 2, ... ), Un t U, U> VT t 0 and let 
O<cp E B n L;. Then vT-inf (un, VT)';;:U-Un (n= 1,2, ... ) implies that 
O,;;:cp(vT).;;:cp(u-un)+cp(inf (un, VT)), and so cp E L; n B and Un E Lacn(B) 
implies that inf CP(VT) = O. This shows that U E Lacn(B). 
(viii) We have only to show that La(B) C La({B}). To this end, let 
O.;;:u E La(B), U>Un t 0 and let O.;;:cp E {B}. Then O,;;:cpa t cp with cpa E B 
for all a. From (cp-cpa) (u-un»O we obtain that O';;:CP(Un)';;:(cp-cpa)(U) + 
+ cpa(Un) , and so cp(un) t O. This shows that U E La({B}). The proof for 
Lan( .) is similar. 
(ix) Since for every cp E h, Icpl is strictly positive on 0"" the result 
follows from Theorem 31.11 (i) in Note X. 
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 21. 2 in Note VI and 
Theorem 50.1. 
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Theorem 52.3. (i) La(B) is the largest ideal on which every element 
ot B is an integral, La(B)= n (N'P: T E B n L;)=O(B n D;), and so 
La(B) is a a(L, B n L';)-closed ideal. In particular, tor every T E L-, 
La(<p)=N'Ps' where <p denotes the normal subspace in L- generated by T. 
(ii) Lan(B) is the largest ideal on which every element ot B is normal, 
Lan(B)= n (N'P: T E B n L;;')=O(B n L;;'), and so Lan(B) isa a(L, BnD;') 
closed ideal. In particular, tor every T E L-, Lan(<p) =N'Psn' where <p denotes 
the normal subspace in L- generated by T. 
(iii) Lacn(B) is the largest ideal on which every element ot B n L"; is 
normal, Lacn(B)= n (N'P: T E B n L;;'.c)=O(B n L;;'), and so Lacn(B) is 
a a(L, B n L;;')-closed ideal. In particular, tor every T EL-, Lacn(<p)=N'Psn•c' 
where <p denotes the normal subspace in L- generated by T. 
Proof. We shall only prove (i) since the proofs of (ii) and (iii) are 
similar. If A C L is an ideal with the property that every element of B 
is an integral on A, then it follows immediately that A:3 U>Un to 
implies T(un) 1- 0 for all O<T E B, and so A C La(B) which shows that 
La(B) is the largest ideal with this property. We shall now turn to the 
proofthat La(B)=o(B n L';). To this end, assume first that t EO(B n L;) 
and that It I >Un 1- O. Then for every T E B, T=Tc+Ts implies that 
T(un) = Tc(Un) + Ts(un) = Tc(un) 1- 0, and so O(B n L;) C La(B). If, on the 
other hand, O(B n E;) =1= La(B), then there exists an element O<u E La(B) 
and an element 0 < T E B n E; such that T( u) > O. Let 'IjJ be the restriction 
of T to La(B). Then 'IjJ is an integral on La(B) and since 'IjJ is majorized 
by T on La(B) it can be extended to a positive integral 'ljJm on L such 
that 'ljJm<T on L (Theorem 30.6 (ii) in Note IX). Then TEL; and 
T>'ljJm EL; implies that 'ljJm=O. Hence, O='ljJm(u)=T(u»O is a contra-
diction. This shows thatO(B n L';) =La(B), and hence La(B) is a(L, B n L;)-
closed. Observing that La({T})=N'Ps by Theorem 50.1 and that 
La(<p) = La({T}) by Lemma 52.2 (viii), the second part of (i) follows 
immediately. 
Using the definitions of the Riesz annihilators for subsets of Land E'" 
respectively which were given in section 21 of Note VI we shall first 
prove the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 52.4. (i) Let B an ideal in L-. Then (OB)O is a normal 
subspace ot L- which is the a(L-, L)-closure ot B. Furthermore, O((OB)O)=oB. 
(ii) Let Band BI be two ideals in E"'. Then °B=oBI it and only it 
the a(L-, L)-closure ot B is equal to the a(L-, L)-closure ot B I. In particular, 
it B is contained in and order dense in B I, then °B=oBI. 
Proof. (i) That (OB)O is a normal subspace of L- follows from 
'fheorem 21.1 (i) in Note VI. The a(L-, L)-closure of B is equal to 
n (Hf : tEL and Be H f ), where H f = {T: TEE'" and T(f) = O}. But this 
is just (OB)O. The second part of (i) is obvious. 
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(ii) 0B=oB1 if and only if (OB)O= (OB1)O, which according to (i) is 
equivalent to: the a(L~, L )-closure of B is equal to the a(L-, L )-closure 
of B 1• In order to prove the second part of (ii) we have only to observe 
that if B is order dense in B 1, then B is a(L~, L)-dense in B 1, and so 
the a(h, L )-closure of Band Bl respectively are equal. 
The following theorem is now an easy consequence of the preceding 
lemma and Theorem 52.3. 
Theorem 52.5. Let Band Bl be two ideals in L-. 
(i) La(B) =La(B1 ) it and only it the (f(L~, L)-closure of B n C; is 
equal to the (f(L~, L)-closure of Bl n C;. 
(ii) Lan(B) =Lan(B1) it and only it the a(h, L)-closure of B n L;;' is 
equal to the a(h, L )-closure of Bl n L;;,. 
(iii) Lacn(B) = Lacn(B1) it and only it the a(L~, L)-closure of B n L;;'.c 
is equal to the a(L~, L)-closure of Bl n L;;'.c' 
(iv) La(B) =Lan(B) it and only it B n r; is a(L-, L)-dense in B n L;;'. 
(v) La(B)=O(BnI:;:,nL";) and Lan(B)=O(BnL;;'nL";). In par-
ticular, it L is Archimedean or it the weaker hypothesis E; C L;;' holds, 
then Lan(B)=O(B n E;). 
Proof. Only (v) needs a proof. The other statements follow directly 
from Lemma 52.3. In order to prove (v) we observe that Theorem 5l.2 
implies that B n L; n L"; is order dense in B n C; and B n L;;' n L"; 
is order dense in B n L;', and so the first part of (v) follows from 
Lemma 52.3. If L is Archimedean, then L"; C L;', and so B n L;;' n L"; = 
=B n L";. 
Theorem 52.6. (i) There exists a Riesz space L such that Lan = (B) = {O} 
and La(B)=L for all ideals B+{O}, and so Lacn(B)={O} for all B+{O}. 
(ii) There exists a Riesz space L such that L=La=La(B) for all ideals 
B+ {O}, and Lan=Lacn+L. 
(iii) There exists a Riesz space L such that Lan(B)=La(B)={O} and 
Lacn(B)=L for all ideals B+{O}. 
(iv) There exists a Riesz space L such that Lan=La is order dense in 
L but not equal to L. 
(v) There exists a Riesz space L such that {O}+Lan+La+L. 
Proof. (i) The Riesz space of Example 50.7. 
(ii) The Riesz space of Example 29.11 in Note IX. 
(iii) The Riesz space of Example 43.5 in Note XIV. Note that this 
Riesz space is super Dedekind complete. 
(iv) The Riesz space loo. 
(v) The Riesz direct sum of a Riesz space satisfying (ii) and a Riesz 
space satisfying (iii). 
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Theorem 52.7. It tor every O<u E La(B) there is an element O<qJ E L';: 
such that qJ(u) > 0, then Lan(B) is order dense in La(B). In particular, it 
O(L;) = {O}, then Lan(B) is order dense in La(B) tor all ideals B C L~. 
Proof. Observe first that from the hypothesis it follows that La(B) 
is Archimedean. If Lan(B) is not order dense in La(B), then it follows 
from Theorem 29.10 in Note IX that (Lan(B))p n La(B)=A~{O}. Let 
o<u EA. Then from the hypothesis it follows that there is an element 
O<qJ EL; such that cp(u»O. Let cpo be the minimal extension of the 
restriction of cp to A in the sense of Theorem 30.6 in Note IX. Then qJo 
is normal and {0}~0;0 C A, where 0;0=0"'0 n A, and where {0}~0:0 
follows from the fact that La(B), and hence A, is Archimedean. If 
0<"1' E B n E;., then A C La(B) implies by Theorem 52.3 that "I'="I'sn,e 
on A, and in particular "I'="I'sn,c on 0;'. Then from Theorem 31.11 (i) in 
Note X we conclude that "I' is normal on 0;', and hence "I' = 0 on 0:0 • 
Since "I' E B n L";;. is arbitrary it follows finally from Theorem 52.3 that 
0;0 C Lan(B), which contradicts 0;' -.l Lan(B). 
Theorem 52.7 admits the following converse. 
Theorem 52.8. It oB n Lan(B) = {O}, then Lan(B) is order dense in 
La(B) implies that O(L;) n La(B)={O}. 
Proof. Let o<u E La(B). Then, by hypothesis, there is an dement 
O<V,U such that v E Lan(B). From oB n Lan(B) = {O} it follows that 
there is an element O'<cp E B such that qJ(v»O. Set cp=qJn+cpsn. Then, 
by Theorem 52.3, v E Lan(B) implies that cpsn(v) = 0, and so qJ(v) =cpn(v) > o. 
Finally, v,u implies CPn(u»O. Thus O(B n L;) n La(B) = {O}, and hence 
O(E;) n La(B) = {O}. 
Example 29.11 in Note IX shows that the conclusion of Theorem 52.6 (ii) 
is best possible in the sense that we may not replace it by Lan=La. 
We conclude this section with a characterization of those Riesz spaces L 
for which Lacn = {O}. 
Theorem 52.9. Let L be a Riesz space. Then Lacn= {O} it and only 
it O(L;)={O} and E;=L~. 
Proof. From {O}=Lacn=o(E;.) J O(L;) J {O} it follows that O(L;) = {O}. 
The condition L7; =L~ follows from Lemma 52.2 (ix). Conversely, if the 
conditions of the theorem are satisfied and Lacn~ {O}, then there is an 
element 0 < qJ E L; whose restriction to Lacn is not zero, and so is a. 
non-zero normal integral on Lacn. The minimal extension of this restriction 
in the sense of Theorem 30.6 in Note IX is a non-zero normal integral 
on L. Since the condition O(L;) = {O} implies that L is Archimedean we 
have shown that there is an element O<cp EL~ such that O",~{O}. This 
contradicts E; = L~. 
Corollary 52.10. It Lacn={o}, then E;={O}. 
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Proof. Lacn={o} implies that L is Archimedean and L;=L-. Now 
if O<q; E E;;, then 0",=1- {O} since L is Archimedean. This contradicts 
L;=L-. 
If Lacn = {O}, then also Lan = {O}. The latter condition does not imply 
that L- = {O}. By way of example, let L be the Riesz space of all bounded 
Lebesgue measurable functions on O.;;;;x.;;;; 1. Then Lan={o} but O(L';) = {O}, 
i.e., there are sufficiently many normal integrals on L. 
53. The ideals L~ and L~n 
Let L be a Riesz space and let e be a Riesz seminorm defined on L. 
As usual L: denotes the set of all e-bounded linear functionals on L. 
Then, by Theorem 22.4 in Note VII, L: is an ideal in L-. We set 
L;'n=L: n L';;, L;'c = L: n L';', L;'8n.c = L: n L;;'.c, L;'. = L: n L'";' and 
L:,.n = L: n L;;' which are normal subspace of L:. We shall also set 
L:,o = L: n L;. Then L:,o is an ideal in L: but is not necessarily a 
normal subspace of L:. From L- = L';; EB L';"c EB L'";' it follows immediately 
that L: =L;'n EB L;'.n,c EB L:, •. 
In place of La(L:), Lan(L:) and Lacn(L:) we shall write L~, L~n and 
L':" respectively. From Lemma 52.2 (iv) it follows that L~n=L~ n L':", 
and from Theorem 52.3 we obtain immediately the following theorem. 
Theorem 53.1. (i) L~ is the largest ideal on which every element 
ot L: is an integral, L~=O(L;'s), L~ is a(LQ' L;'8)-closed and so L~ is a 
norm-closed ideal in LQ. 
(ii) L~n is the largest ideal on which every element ot L: is normal, 
L~n = O(L;'sn), L~n is a(LQ' L;'sn)-closed, and so L~n is a norm-closed ideal in L Q • 
(iii) L':" is the largest ideal on which every e-bounded integral is normal, 
L':" = O(L;'8n,c), L~cn is a(LQ' L:,8n,c)-closed, and so L':" is a norm-closed 
ideal in LQ. 
The ideals L~ and L~n can also be characterized as follows. 
Theorem 53. 2. L~= {f: It I >Un t 0 implies e(un) t O} and 
L~n={f: Ifl>ur to implies e(u r ) to}. 
Proof. The characterization of L~ was already given in Theorem 
24.2 (ii) in Note VII. The analogous characterization of L~n follows 
immediately from Mazur's theorem in the same way as Lemma 22.6 in 
Note VII was deduced from it. 
Corollary 53.3. L:=L;'n if and only it LQ=L~n. In other words, 
every e-bounded linear functional is normal if and only if e is normal, 
i.e., Ur t 0 implies e(uT ) t O. 
Theorem 53.4. It e is a Riesz-norm, then L~n=Lar:n. 
Proof. If e is a norm, then by Theorem 37.1 in Note XII, it follows 
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that L;'.n,o is order dense in L";;.,o. Hence, the required result follows then 
from Theorem 53.1 and Lemma 52.4 (ii). 
In Example 53.12 we shall show among other things that Theorem 53.4 
may be false if e is a Riesz seminorm. 
Theorem 53.5. L;'o n L;'.n n L;'.n is order dense in L;'.n, and hence 
L~=O(L;'8 n L;.o) and L~n=O(L;'sn n L;,o). In particular, it e is a Riesz 
norm, then L;,o is contained in and order dense in L;'.n and so L~=O(L;'o). 
Proof. Theorem 51.2 states that L';; n L";;. is order dense in L";;., 
and so L;'o n L;'sn is order dense in L;'sn. Then apply Lemma 52.4 (ii), 
If e is a Riesz norm, then LQ is Archimedean and hence L;'o C L;'.n. 
Theorem 53.6. (i) L~=La it and only it L:'s is a(L~, L)-dense in r;. 
(ii) L~n=Lan it and only it L:'.n is a(L~, L)-dense in L";;.. 
(iii) It e is a norm, then L~n C La implies that L~n=Lan. In particular 
if L~=La, then L~=Lan. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow directly from Theorem 52.5 (i) and (ii). 
In order to prove (iii) observe that L~n C La implies that L~n C La n Lgcn = 
=La n Lacn=Lan since by Theorem 53.4, Lgcn=Lacn. Thus L~n=Lan. 
Theorem 53.7. (i) If e is a norm, then L~=L~n it and only if 
the property (A, iii) holds in L~, and in that case L; .• is a(L;, LQ)-dense 
in L:'.n. In particular, if e has (A, iii) then L~=L~n. 
(ii) If e is a norm and LQ is a-Dedekind complete, then L~=L~n is 
super Dedekind complete. Hence, (L;)a= (L;)an is super Dedekind complete 
for any norm e. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Corollary 33.5 and 
Theorem 33.8 in Note X. 
Theorem 53.8. (i) There exists a Riesz space L Q such that Lan=/=L~n. 
(ii) There exists a Riesz space L Q such that L~n =/=L~. 
Proof. (i) The Riesz space LQ in Example 44.4 in Note XIV satisfies 
La=Lan=co, L~=L~=N'I' and Co =/= N'I" 
(ii) The Riesz space L Q in Example 29.11 in Note IX satisfies 
Lfl=L~ and co=L~n=?L~. 
Parallel to Theorem 24.6 in Note VII we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 53.9. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) (L~)J.=L;'.n. 
(ii) L;'8n is a a(L;, LQ)-closed ideal in L;. 
(iii) (L~n)* = L:'n. 
In the following theorem we list some sufficient conditions which will 
imply the conditions of Theorem 24.6 in Note VII and Theorem 53.9. 
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Theorem 53.10. (i) If L~ is a(Le L;'o)-dense in Le, and hence 
if L~ is super order dense in Le, then the conditions of Theorem 24.6 in 
Note VII are fulfilled. 
(ii) If L~" is a(Le, L;'n)-dense in Le, and hence if L~" is order dense 
in Le, then the conditions of Theorem 53.9 are fulfilled. 
Proof. (i) The condition implies that if cP E L; and L~ C N'I" then 
cP E L:. s, and so (L~)1.=L; .• , Indeed, L~ C N'I' implies L~ C N'I'o' The 
proof of (ii) is similar. 
For the sake of completeness we shall repeat Corollary 44.3 in Note XIV 
in the notation of the present Note. 
Theorem 53.11. If (! is a norm and if Le is separable and has the 
Egoroff property, then (L~)* = (L~n)* =L; ... =L:.o. 
Example 53.12. In this example we will show that (i) even if 
L~=L~ is order dense in Le, the conditions of Theorem 24.6 in Note VII 
may not be satisfied and that (ii) Theorem 53.4 may be false if (! is a 
Riesz seminorm. Let X = {x: 0 <; x <; I} and let L be the Riesz space of 
all bounded real functions on X which are constant outside some countable 
subset of X not containing zero and arbitrary otherwise, and let (! be the 
supremum norm. Then Le is a-Dedekind complete but not Dedekind 
complete and has the Egoroff property. Furthermore, cp(f) = f(O), f E Le 
is an integral which is not normal, and so L; ... =1= L;.o. Since L Q is 
a-Dedekind complete we have that L~"=L~, and since L~ is order 
dense in Le we have also (L~n)* =L;'n. But (L~)* =l=L;'o and hence, the 
conditions of Theorem 24.6 in Note VII are not fulfilled. It is obvious 
that Lacn=L~={t: f(O)=O} and that L~=Lgn=co n Lacn. 
In order to show that Theorem 53.4 may be false if (! is a Riesz 
seminorm we 0 bserve that L; .• =1= {O}. Let 0 < cp E L;'. and let (!,(f) = 
=cp(lfI), f E Le· Then L=L':;=I=Lacn = {t: f(O) = O}. 
Example 53.12 shows that even if L~n=L~ and if the conditions of 
Theorem 53.9 are fulfilled, then the conditions of Theorem 24.6 III 
Note VII may not be fulfilled. The converse does not hold. 
Theorem 53.13. If the conditions of Theorem 24.6 in Note VII are 
fulfilled, then L;.o=L:.n if and only if L~=L~n, and so in that case the 
conditions of Theorem 53.9 are fulfilled. 
Proof. If L;.o=L:.n, then always L~=Lgn. Assume that L~=L':' 
and that the conditions of Theorem 24.6 in Note VII are fulfilled. Then 
L:' sn C (L:n)1.= (L~)1.=L; .• implies that L;'.=L;' ... , and so L:'o=L;' ... 
(To be continued) 
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